PRESS RELEASE
Capenergies tasked by the Principality of Monaco to identify high-potential
energy innovations
4 September 2017 – The Capenergies competitive cluster, partnered by Accenture consultants and the Azzura
Lights start-up, has won a call for tender launched by the Principality of Monaco to help monitor
technological developments (technology watch) in the field of energy efficiency and renewable energies.
Capenergies - with its “Cap sur l’innov’action énergétique” programme - is the first competitive cluster to be
tasked by the Principality’s government to drive their pro-energy transition actions.
The cluster will provide this service in conjunction with the Energy Transition Mission set up by the Monaco government
in 2016 to promote renewable energies and energy efficiency and develop the necessary infrastructure for their
deployment.
“With more than 10 years’ experience in the low-carbon energies and energy efficiency sector, collaborating with local
authorities in particular, Capenergies was ideally placed to submit the winning tender. As with our all undertakings in
Monaco, we are proud to be supporting the government and all the stakeholders in the Principality committed to the
energy transition and to be playing our part in this forward-looking mission”, said Bernard Mahiou, Managing Director
of Capenergies.
The mission entrusted to Capenergies is three-fold:
•

To monitor global technological developments with the aim of identifying innovations and potential research
opportunities for projects in the Principality in line with its ambitious environmental objectives, and to set up
meetings with the relevant innovators

•

To support the Energy Transition Mission in defining its actions for raising public awareness and promoting the
adoption of these cutting-edge technologies

•

To foster skills development in Monaco’s businesses and industrial stakeholders by identifying training needs
specific to the key technologies identified

To achieve these goals, Capenergies is supported by two first-class partners - Accenture, a leading global consulting
company offering a range of services to businesses and local authorities alike, and Azzura Lights, a high-potential startup specialising in providing support for end users of new energy technologies as they become available.
“We’re delighted to be lending our support in the form of our industrial expertise and international skills base to the
government of Monaco in the pursuit of its energy transition strategy” said Grégory Jarry, Senior Manager Smart Grids
at Accenture.
“By working with Azzura Lights, the Principality’s government is forging links with a sound, approved social enterprise
start up. Our company’s guiding principle for sustainability is to systematically promote the shortest possible channels,
working with local eco-friendly companies. There’s a strong emphasis on CSR in all our projects” said Jessica Pellegrini,
Founder of Azzura Lights
The Principality has been demonstrating its commitment to greener energy for more than 20 years through its
ratification of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Kyoto Protocol and more recently the
Paris Agreement. It has set itself some ambitious goals, namely to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 50% compared
with 1990 levels by the year 2030, and to become carbon neutral by 2050.
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About Capenergies
A network of energy transition stakeholders working towards sustainable territories
The Capenergies competitive cluster brings together a network of 520 members and almost 1500 specialist energy partners, including
major industrial corporations, businesses, research and educational organisations and financial backers. The Capenergies network is
the foundation on which to build a robust ecosystem to drive economic growth and boost competitiveness across the low-carbon
energy sectors in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, Corsica, Guadeloupe, Reunion and the Principality of Monaco. The cluster focuses on
three strategic priorities - energy efficiency, energy management and the production of zero carbon energy - in three types of
territory: urban and metropolitan, rural and mountain regions, and remote and island communities. Since its creation, Capenergies
has accredited 630 innovative projects and funded 359 projects, representing a total of 475 million euros.
For more information, visit www.capenergies.fr

About Accenture
Accenture is a leading global professional services company providing a range of strategy, consulting, digital, technology & operations
services and solutions. With expertise across more than 40 industries and all business functions and supported by one of the largest
international service centre networks, Accenture shapes the future at the intersection of business and technology to help its clients
boost performance and create long-term value for their stakeholders. With some 373,000 employees based in more than 120
countries, Accenture adopts an innovation-led approach to help improve our future environment.
For more information, visit www.accenture.com/fr

About Azzura Lights
Azzura Lights is a specialist company offering support, awareness-raising and training services to a diverse public client base across a
wide range of professions. Its expertise in the field of energy conservation extends across three main internal disciplines to provide a
comprehensive offering to its clients. These disciplines cover technology and engineering, creation of visual learning aids and project
management. The company is therefore able to offer a comprehensive energy coaching service to help consumers understand their
consumption patterns and advise them on their potential energy saving opportunities.
For more information, visit www.azzura-lights.fr
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